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is the earliest recorded historical records in the Qing Dynasty China bicycle "unofficial grand", the creator is the reign of Kangxi
Huang Li zhuang. Huang Li Zhuang like thinking ingenuity, in engineering machinery manufacturing is accomplished, to his bike, for
example, before and after each of a wheel, the rider hand paraxial crank, car will be able to forward. This design was very avant-
garde at the time. Huang Li Zhuang after about 100 years, the French Siv Lark in 1790 made a wooden bicycle. until the industrial
revolution of the horn resounded through the European continent, the carriage is still very important means of transportation of city
traffic. People like to coach the elegant and poetic, like riding in a carriage and calmly through country road or the ancient streets of
the city to visit friends. But the four wheeled carriage is large, especially in the narrow streets. Xifulake to the carriage for inspiration,
the brain hole open idea: why can't the carriage some compression, cut it in half, the four wheel turns before and after the two
wheels? After repeated tests, 1791 the first step "merry go round" made out of the car. < p > this car is not called "bike" bicycle 100
percent wood, without a handle, a pedal, without a chain of "three noes" products. The car looks like a horse's foot with two wheels,
two wheels in a fixed line. Due to the bicycle no driving device and a steering device, low seat, Xifulake can only ride in the car, both
feet on the floor and backward pedaling and makes the car to move along a straight line, change direction only off the car moving.
Even so, the design of such "non mainstream" also won the people at that time wonder and admiration. Emergence of new stuff just
is not always so perfect. Siv Lark was not discouraged, determined to continue to be improved. But soon after, he died of illness.
"Trojan wheel" no transmission device, need people with two pedals drove forward rolling The story came to an end in France, and in
Germany to continue. In 1816, a forest to see the name of Dresden, in order to facilitate the work, and he also played in the whimsy,
manufacturing and Xifulake wood car similar to the scooter. Commendable is, the car with a can control the direction of the handle on
the front wheel, can change the direction of. But still have to ride with two feet, about a stamped on the ground, in order to promote the
car rolled forward. It is not difficult to imagine, this move it be awkward and laborious. When the delaisse ride out a road test, many
people have been ridicule. Nevertheless, he is still very love his creation of the "pony cute baby bicycle frame". cute pony cub bike the
bike also offense? This is the question sounds unbelievable today, but in history, really happened. In 1840, the blacksmith McMillan
transformation of the "lovely pony cub", he installed on the rear axle of the crank, and then connecting rod to connect the pedal crank
and the front, and front and rear wheels with iron, large front wheel, rear of the small. When the rider pedals the foot.
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